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Perhaps more so than any other profession, accounting, tax and audit firms 
handle enormous volumes of documents. In order to work efficiently, firms 
must find ways to manage all of these client source documents, completed 
tax returns and email correspondence in ways that free up staff to focus 
on providing value. Especially these days when tax preparation is often 
considered a commodity, firms are constantly looking for ways to streamline 
workflow in order to maintain profit margins.
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Efficiency is so top of mind for firms that 
the 2016 Accounting Firm Operations and 
Technology survey compiled by Insight 
Research Group, the Network Management 
Group, Inc. and CPA Practice Advisor reported 
that more than 30 percent of respondents 
cited “workflow and efficiency” as the biggest 
issue in managing their practice in the next 
one to three years.   

That same report specifically focused on ways 
that firms are trying to streamline efficiency. 
One important method is through a formal 
electronic document management system. 
While we all realize that managing tax returns, 
client correspondence, employee records 
and email is no easy task for any size firm, 
the use of workflow software of any kind — 
including any type of document management 
system — is completely absent from nearly 
half of the survey respondents’ offices. This is 
a shocking statistic. As the report puts it: “Not 
all companies are tech companies — yet. But 
they need to be, and soon.” 

The report says that “at mid‑size and 
large‑size firms, staffing may be the biggest 
challenge, but they’re spending more time on 
email than on training.”

Clearly, firms must adopt improved workflow 
strategies. One key way is through the use of 
technology that makes managing documents 
easier and that organizes them in one central, 
searchable repository. For this reason, a 
centralized document management solution 
has become a key part of an optimized, 
digitally based modern‑day firm. Because 
it’s such an integral part of efficiency, we’ve 
focused this white paper on how to best 
leverage your document management system.

Here, you will learn more about how a 
document management solution can help you 
optimize your firm’s tax workflow, as well as 
workflows for other areas in the firm. We’ll 
look at:

• 1040 tax workflow and how a full‑featured 
document management solution affects 
each stage of a typical process.

• Best practices for managing source 
documents and final deliverables. 

• Document management uses throughout the 
firm, not just for client documents.

• Security tips and cloud/mobility 
considerations. 
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The 1040 Tax Workflow
This section examines the 1040 process, which 
consists of six steps. In order to optimize your 
firm’s 1040 tax preparation, it’s important to 
fully use a document management system 
during each workflow step. This section 
will provide examples for how to become 
more efficient and make better use of your 
document management system.

The basic 1040 workflow consists of:

1.  Obtain and store source documents. Any 
full‑featured document management 
system should offer the ability to scan 
these documents.

2.  Organize these documents. Someone in 
the firm should be responsible for this. No 
matter who enters documents, everyone 
should follow the same process. 

3. Prepare and review. Many firms lose 
efficiency at this step when they don’t 
scan the documents into the document 
management system right away. Doing so 
means that everyone has access to those 
source documents during the preparation 
and review process. Also, firms that scan 
on the front end of the process are able to 
automatically flow information from these 
scanned source documents into the 1040. 

4.  Sign and file. Send to the client for their 
signature electronically or physically. 

5.  Deliver and store the signed documents 
in your document management system 
and retain the form for a set retention 
period. A properly configured, full‑featured 
document management system will make 
sure you only keep the documents as long 
as required by law.

6. Invoice and receive. Invoices can easily be 
reviewed or referred to at a later time.

Here’s each step in detail, along with ways to 
streamline the process, starting with obtain 
source documents. Since source documents 
can vary from receipts to cancelled checks to 
W2s, helping a firm manage this is critical for 
a document management system, no matter 
how the documents are received. 

For instance, if these are in the form of paper 
documents, these should be scanned and 
run through optical character recognition 
(OCR) software so that the contents of 
these documents can be searched for from 
within the document management system.. 
On the other hand, source documents that 
are emailed, uploaded through a portal or 
even downloaded directly from a third‑party 
vendor site should also be easy to add to the 
system.

OBTAIN ORGANIZE PREPARE AND REVIEW

Client provides necessary 
information throughout 
the year through a 
secure client portal — as 
the client accumulates 
financial documents 
pertinent to the tax 
return, they upload them 
to the firm so they’re not 
scrambling to find them 
when it’s time to actually 
prepare the return.

Client provides the 
firm with additional 
information at tax time — 
such as engagement 
letters, paper documents, 
scanned documents, 
electronic organizer and 
digital files.

Client data is 
automatically identified, 
organized and imported 
into the tax return. 
The bookmarked PDF 
file containing client 
source documents is 
automatically saved 
to the document 
management system. 
Goodbye manual 
data entry! 

Firm’s staff accountant 
performs the first level 
review of the return 
and enters additional 
information. Finds 
answers to tax treatment 
questions with one click 
from a tax return line item 
to Wolters Kluwer research 
solutions. Captures and 
records time in real‑time 
using automated clocks.

Partner or Manager 
performs final review, 
which can be done 
anywhere, anytime with 
CCH Axcess. CCH Axcess 
Workstream helps define 
and ensure a consistent 
workflow — allowing 
you to track exactly 
where the return is in 
the tax preparation and 
review process.
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A document management system should 
be set up so that source documents can be 
added easily throughout the year. Setting up 
self‑service portals for clients encourages 
them to upload information as they accumulate 
it, rather than saving it all until tax time. 

During the organize step, you want to be 
able to take these documents and create a 
digital document that’s scanned, indexed and 
retrievable for each client’s 1040 packet. This 
is where the difference between a document 
management system and simple document 
storage solution becomes especially 
noticeable. A “true” document management 
system will ensure that naming conventions, 
file properties and record retention policies 
are consistently and automatically applied 
across an organization’s source documents 
when they’re added to the system. “That’s 
one place where a document management 
solution shines,” says Damon Russel, 
Product Line Manager for Platform Solutions 
at Wolters Kluwer. 

When adding documents, be sure to use the 
same keyword conventions, file properties 
and a consistent automated retention policy. 
This will help ensure you can find files when 
time is of the essence. Choose a document 
management system that provides full‑text 
search capabilities, so that you can find 
documents based on the content within the 
document. Not all document management 
systems support this. 

A document management system that 
integrates with scanning software helps firms 
convert a client’s source documents into 
a single PDF file — organized, bookmarked 
and ready to efficiently work on‑screen 
with multiple monitors. This eliminates the 
need to spend time organizing piles of client 
source documents and manually entering 
data, freeing up staff to spend time adding 
value instead. This also allows firms to have 
lower‑level staff tackle the “obtain and 
organize” steps so that more experienced 
staff use their skills for higher‑value work.

“The idea of organizing your documents into 
a single, well‑organized PDF is super critical 
for a firm so that the preparer can efficiently 
prepare the return,” Russel points out. “If 
your staff isn’t able to quickly get to the 
documents, the return process will become 
bogged down and inefficient.”

Many firms have taken their 1040 process to an 
even higher level of efficiency with software 
that extracts data from the source document 
and flows it into the tax software. This means 
that instead of time‑consuming data entry, 
your administrative or junior staff can simply 
scan and quickly review the data for errors 
before the actual work begins. 

For an optimized prepare and review step, 
you’ll want a document management system 
that links up to your tax preparation solution 

SIGN AND FILE DELIVER AND STORE INVOICE AND RECEIVE

A secure link is sent to 
the taxpayer which allows 
them to review the return 
and electronically sign 
Form 8879 via desktop, 
mobile device or tablet. 
The electronic filing 
status system in Wolters 
Kluwer’s tax software is 
automatically updated 
with the electronic 
signature status.

The completed tax 
return is sent to IRS 
via electronic filing.

The firm’s copy and client 
copy of the tax return are 
stored electronically in the 
document management 
system, with appropriate 
retention applied to 
ensure returns are only 
stored as long as required 
by law or firm policy.

An invoice is generated 
and a copy is saved in the 
document management 
system for easy reference.

The final invoice and the 
client’s copy of the tax 
return are provided to the 
taxpayer electronically (or 
instantly) through a secure 
client portal, allowing 
clients to receive their 
returns earlier, and thus 
reducing time to collect.
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and that enables you to quickly access and 
reference client source documents during 
the return preparation and review process. 
Then, once the review is ready, the document 
management system should store the return. 
Draft copies of the return can be stored 
in the document management system, but 
they should be deleted or replaced with the 
final return.

It’s best to use software modules that all 
integrate together so that you don’t have to 
enter the same information more than once. 
You shouldn’t have to enter client information 
separately in the tax preparation, document 
management and billing systems. You should 
also be able to access project route sheets 
from the document management system and 
easily move from the route sheet back to the 
document management system. 

For the sign and file step, ideally the 
document management system should 
incorporate a digital signature tool that 
allows clients to sign Form 8879 electronically. 
Alternatively, clients can upload form 8879 to 
the firm via a portal. 

When the return is complete, the document 
management system should deliver and store 
the return and all related forms and source 
documents. All returns should be subject to 
a document retention policy that is written, 
consistent and enforced automatically through 
the document management system. At this 
point, be sure to replace any prior versions 
of the return in your document management 
system with the last/final version.

One item during the invoice and receive 
payment step that firms often forget about is 
the ability to store a copy of the invoice from 
your firm’s practice management software 
right within the document management 
system. Saving copies of client’s payment 
checks, receipts and credit memos is a huge 
time‑saver. Just be sure to set up security 
so only people with the right permissions 
have access. 

“The properly implemented full‑featured 
document management system can really 
make a difference in the 1040 workflow,” 
Russel emphasizes.
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How an Integrated System Drives Efficiency 
and Profitability
Rather than treating document management 
as an additional concern associated with 
each step of your process, it can be helpful to 
think of your document management system 
as the hub of your 1040 process. Being able 
to easily search for and recall documents 
when required, and to destroy documents 
when they are no longer legally pertinent is 
important. Automating these tasks will free 
your staff for higher‑value work and provide 
additional value to your clients and your firm. 

You can see how the document management 
system touches each step of the individual 
1040 workflow. The result is a seamless and 
efficient process from beginning to end. 

Sign and File

Document 
Management

Prepare and  
Review

Deliver and  
Store

Obtain

OrganizeInvoice and  
Receive

“If you’re not using your document management 
system this way, you’re not being as efficient 
as you can be,” Russel says. “I would encourage 
you to look at how to incorporate your 
document management system more into 
all of these 1040 workflow steps.”

You can tackle these best practices one at 
a time. For instance, if your firm doesn’t do 
this right now, you can immediately make it 
a policy and process to have an admin scan 
documents before the return is prepared, as 
soon as the documents come in. That’s an 
easy way to start becoming more efficient, 
even if tax season is just weeks away.
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Audit Workflows
Audit workflows differ from tax workflows, 
but a flexible, full‑featured document 
management system will work well on the 
audit side and help the firm save time. 
Although many firms think that engagement 
software alone is enough to manage all of the 
documents needed for business returns or 
assurance engagements, more and more firms 
are using document management systems in 
addition to an audit engagement system. 

For example: Final, prior‑year 
audits can be saved to the 
document management 
system and recalled at 
the start of the next audit 
project. Storing final 
audit documentation in a 
document management 
system provides indexing and 
categorization capabilities 
that make searching for files 
easy. Related and prior‑year 
files can be opened from 
the document management 
system and reviewed/
referenced in the current 
engagement.

Since audit source documents pose the same 
or worse challenges as tax source documents, 
firms can use a document management 
system to help obtain and organize these files. 
Workpapers can come from a client portal, 
email attachments, paper documents, etc., 
and these and can be stored in the document 
management system temporarily before being 
transferred to the audit engagement/binder. 

Other Document Management System Uses
At its core, your document management 
system should focus on storing client 
documents, returns and related source 
documents. However, if that’s all your firm 
uses your DMS for, then you’re either using 
the wrong solution or you’re not using it to 
its full potential. In addition to helping to 
make the tax return preparation process 
easier and more efficient, you can also use a 
document management system for firm files 
and process/procedure documents. These can 
be private firm documents such as merger 
and acquisition documentation, stakeholder 
reports and financial reports. You’ll want to 
ensure that only proper staff members have 
access to these types of documents. For files 
like processes and procedures or knowledge 
management documents, you can set up a 
shared document workspace for activities 
specific to each office and limit access to 
users of each specific office. 

Also, look at your HR department. How 
much storage (physical or cloud‑based 
servers) is used for employee applications, 
resumes, new‑hire paperwork, annual 
reviews and performance management 
documentation? Moving these into your 
document management system will free up 
physical space and/or save on cloud‑based 
storage fees. Again, be sure to set the right 
permissions surrounding these documents 
and other types of documents in the 
document management system.

You may also be able to store non‑client‑
related work, such as firm or IT project 
documentation, in your document 
management system. Really, you can store 
any critical documents in the system, 
eliminating the need to use shared drives 
or cloud‑storage in non‑client‑related areas 
of your firm.

If your document management system doesn’t 
offer this flexibility, it might be time to look 
for a new solution.
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Document Security Tips
In order to fully use your document 
management system across the firm, it’s 
critical that you set the right security 
parameters around your firm and client 
documents. You’ll need to protect private firm 
documents, high net worth or high‑profile 
clients, or partner and staff HR records, so be 
sure to spend enough time understanding how 
security is implemented in your document 
management system.

Firm documents should be stored separately 
from client documents. You’ll want to secure 
these documents so that only appropriate 
staff members have access. For example, 
be sure to secure staff documents, such as 
employment documents, annual reviews, 
performance management documents, 
etc., so that only the right people in HR and 
management have access to these. 

Folder‑level or file‑level security offers 
the most granular levels of security in a 
document management system. These 
permissions are useful for highly confidential 
documents, such as firm merger and 
acquisition documents, high‑profile clients’ 
documents and internal documents. 

Consider how granular your firm needs to 
set up security permissions. You’ll want to 
ensure staff members have the minimum 
permissions required to successfully meet 
the requirements of their job or role. Don’t 
overthink the security and permissions, but 
be sure to use enough to properly secure 
your firm and client documents. Cloud‑based 
solutions allow for easy work sharing across 
offices, but only if permissions grant this type 
of work sharing. 

Sharing files externally should always be 
done using a secure solution such as a client 
portal or built‑in file sharing capability, such 
as CCH Axcess™ Document Share Safe, which 
allows you to share files with your clients 
securely and easily. It will auto‑generate a 
passcode or the tax preparer can put in a 
specific code to send to the client. 

Always be sure that your files being shared 
with clients are protected with end‑to‑end 
encryption and require some sort of password 
or access code to gain access to them. Don’t 
just send a hyperlink to the folder/file, 
because emails are easy to hack. 
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Cloud and Mobility
There are a number of considerations for 
cloud and mobile software solutions.

• Cloud‑based solutions offer unbeatable 
access to firm and client documents 
anywhere in the world with an active 
internet connection.

• Sharing work across offices or regions 
is simplified with the power of cloud 
technologies.

• Cloud‑based mobile apps provide 
instant access to important firm or client 
documents, including the ability to publish 
files to a client’s portal.

• The security provided in solutions like 
CCH Axcess™ far exceeds the level of 
security that individual firms can provide. 
(Learn more in our white paper about 
cloud security).

• Mobile solutions may be an additional cost 
for some vendors, so be sure to check. 
Also, keep in mind mobile data limits or 
surcharges that are part of your firm’s 
mobile phone plans, if applicable. 

• The mobile integrations of a document 
management solution have become 
invaluable. For instance, with the CCH Axcess 
Document mobile apps for Android™ and 
Apple®, you can take a picture of a document 
and upload it into CCH Axcess Document. We 
offer these mobile features free as part of 
the complete software solution.

Besides improved security, there are a number 
of reasons to move to cloud‑based solutions 
offering mobile access to client data. The 
most obvious reasons for using cloud‑based 
solutions include:

• No infrastructure, file storage, tape backups, 
etc., to own or maintain.

• Anywhere, anytime access with an active 
internet connection.

• Ease of sharing work across physical 
offices — no WAN or virtualization to setup 
or maintain.

You may pay more on a yearly basis for a 
cloud subscription than with an on‑premise 
solution, but you’re trading the infrastructure 
costs for software subscriptions. With the 
rising costs of on‑premise products like 
Microsoft® SQL Server, it’s easy to see why so 
many firms are making the switch to the cloud. 

Gain Efficiencies Today
Now’s the time to see how fully integrating a 
full‑featured document management system 
throughout your entire 1040 process, as 
well as in other areas of the firm, can help 
you operate more efficiency. Not fully using 
a document management system and not 
automating as much work as possible means 
that you’re not operating as efficiently as you 
could as a firm.

As we all know, efficiency is key. It’s what 
allows you to deliver better client service, 
make things easier for your staff members and 
keep your fees competitive.
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Free Demo

Visit our Document web marketing page CCHGroup.com/AxcessDocument and click 
on the “Contact Us Today” button for a dedicated Solutions Consultant to share a 
complimentary demo on how to get your firm future‑ready.

We’re Here to Help
Future‑ready firms understand that a 
complete digital tax workflow isn’t an option 
anymore, it’s a requirement. Let us help you 
automate every step of your 1040 process, 
from obtaining client source documents 
and information, to digitally sending the 
completed tax return to the client along with 
an invoice. 

A central part of a truly digital workflow 
is CCH Axcess Document, which helps you 
digitally organize and manage the full range of 
documents found in your firm and realize the 
following benefits:

• Lower costs — less need for copy machines 
and supplies, and storage space for filing 
cabinets means reduced operational costs.

• Better collaboration — version control and 
collaboration features ensure everyone 
has access to the most recent version of 
a document, eliminating mistakes and 
increasing accuracy.

• Compliance and risk mitigation — 
CCH Axcess Document retention and audit 
trail functionality helps you comply with 
rules and regulations, avoiding litigation 
and penalties.

• Disaster preparedness — electronic files 
are easier to back up and store off‑site 
for access in case of disaster (fire, flood, 
etc.). Our high availability system adds 

redundancy for additional protection.

Because CCH Axcess Document resides on 
Wolters Kluwer servers in our secure Class 3+ 
data center, your firm won’t need to invest 
in additional hardware or IT resources. We 
provide:

• Secure file encryption — files are encrypted 
immediately upon upload to CCH Axcess 
Document and remain encrypted even when 
not being accessed or while being passed 
over the internet.

• Electronic filing and storage — search 
by client name or ID, file name or key file 
properties such as assigned classes and 
subclasses or keyword, so file retrieval is 
quick and easy.

• Automated retention policy management 
capabilities — ensure accuracy and 
compliance with file retention and 
destruction policies (including email).

• Password‑protected access — CCH Axcess 
Document utilizes 256‑bit, Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 encryption with 
password‑protected access.

• Automatic virus scan — for added 
protection, files are automatically scanned 
on an ongoing basis while stored in the 
document file system.
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